‘Deja New’ 2021!!!
Retailing 2021 is finally underway again and early
feedback from members is very positive as customers
stay loyal to independent retailers, embracing their
local community and continuing to #ShopLocal.
In January (just a few days before the closure of non-essential
retail), we introduced seven new suppliers to the Cardgains
portfolio for 2021. They barely got a chance to show you their
wares, so here is a reminder of the suppliers and their fabulous
products.
Over the next few pages, there is some information and images so
you can have another look at these great new suppliers…
Mulberry Studios, ArtPress, Coral and Mint, Marina B, Scentiment
Gifts, The Puppet Company & Umbra.
Mulberry Studios, the home of personalised gift
products.
We are delighted to become a supplier to Cardgains
and look forward to serving you with our ranges of
unique and beautifully designed named gift items.
With a programme embracing jewellery, stationery,
novelty and children’s lines we truly have something
for everyone. Moreover, our UK based creative teams
are constantly bringing new lines to market.
Personalised products have a proven track record of
generating excellent revenue streams for retailers,
representing the ideal impulse-buy gift for oneself,
friends or family members. Everyone is looking for that
special present and what better than a named offer.
All ranges are supported with attractive stands and
point of sale that are designed to draw attention whilst
being highly space efficient.
We work closely with our retail partners to ensure they
achieve strong sales, healthy margins and efficient
management of inventory. Our field sales force offer a
variety of service levels designed to meet the needs of
each individual retailer and our warehouse and head
office teams are set up to ensure ease of interaction
and speed of order turnaround.
For more information or to arrange a sales visit please
contact us at sales@mulberrystudios.co.uk

ArtPress publishes beautifully designed contemporary
greeting cards, featuring the work of new and
established printmakers, illustrators, fine artists and
photographers.
With over 800 everyday designs to choose from, we
have cards that appeal to a wide audience. We have
designs in both square (6 x 6 inches) and standard (7 x
5 inches) format and have a specially designed spinner
option that incorporates both sizes.
In addition, we have the exclusive license to produce
cards and notecard wallets on behalf of the Royal
Academy of Arts. This is an incredible eclectic mix of
artwork spanning over 250 years, featuring timeless
imagery from artists such as Turner and Constable,
right up to cutting edge artists like Tracey Emin and
Grayson Perry.
We have an extensive collection of Spring Season and
Christmas ranges and the full range is available to be
viewed in catalogue format or online at
www.art-press.co.uk
Our portfolio of quirky and eminently stylish designs –
all feature the signature ‘eccentric’ style for which
ArtPress is becoming synonymous.
To contact ArtPress, call 0207 231 2923

Launched in 2020 Coral and Mint are an
affordable, contemporary jewellery brand.
Included within their initial collection is a range of
gift boxed greeting cards adorned with minimalist
earrings and necklaces.
Currently there are over 100 designs to choose
from all of which carry the signature fun and
vibrant style with numerous occasions and
sentiments covered.
Colour is key to Coral and Mint – hence the name
choice - and this flows throughout everything they
do, be that in terms of a pop of colour on the
Jewellery itself or the gift packaging.
There is no minimum order value and carriage is
free on all opening orders for Cardgains
members. Display stand packages are also
available.
Should you like more information on the
collection or would like to receive any samples
please contact Kate on 07739 580975.
Alternatively, products can be viewed on the
website - for a trade login please get in
touch. www.coralandmint.com

Marina B was founded in 2014 and since then has
been producing bright and unique designs. Each one is
made with love by Marina herself from her studio,
quietly nestled in the picturesque village of Great
Bowden in the heart of Leicestershire. The collections
boast some beautiful stockists and are even
distributed internationally, showcasing their universal
appeal.
Birthdays and weddings, new arrivals and sad
goodbyes, are all events that stir emotion and Marina
designs each card to reflect those personal, unique
occasions.
Contact Marina B on 01858 434462 or email
marina@marinab.co.uk.
Please visit the website www.marinab.co.uk

Welcome to Scentiment Gifts, we are delighted to be
joining Cardgains and offering you our new concepts.
We launched our business in January 2020 and the
great news is, when we were open for business, sales
were great, so exciting times lay ahead. As a new
business there is only one way to go and sharing our
success with Cardgains members is an exciting
development in our young Company.
Sentiment Candles
The options here could not be easier – select the
candle fragrance of your choice and then the lid to fit
the relation or occasion to make that perfect
sentiment gift. With a choice of 6 amazing fragrances,
there is something for everyone.
Salut Glassware
Our hand-blown Crystal Glasses are a little different
from others. With our own unique designs tastefully
finished they are a perfect gift for the price. Offering
key age collections in both wine and beer glasses and a
small statement range to complement.
With a carriage paid order value of £75 and 24 hour
turnaround we are also easy to deal with and with
national sales cover – we are only a call away, please
call 01793 780722 .
Here’s looking forward to a great 2021 

IDS CONSULTANTS LIMITED – RETAIL ADVISER TO INDEPENDENT RETAILERS
As a Cardgains member, could you use the services of a retail consultant?
Are you thinking of a partial or full refit for your
shop?
Are you perhaps looking to open a new outlet?
Could you use a fresh pair of eyes in your shop?
Would you like help and advice on Cardgains
suppliers, product mix or your shop layout?
Early projects with Cardgains included the ‘From
The Heart’ concept, helping to bring the idea to a
reality. This included all aspects from the drawing
board stage to store opening.
25 years of experience has delivered over 500
projects, with over 50 of those being ‘From The
Heart’ stores.
For further information and retail advice, contact Ian on 07836 595207
or ian@i-d-s.co.uk

Cardgains Accounts Team are available from 8.30am until 5.00pm Monday to Thursday and
8.30am until 1pm on Fridays. Your statement shows you who your designated book-keeper is,
and they can all be reached on 0114 249 0333.
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